A total of seven field campaigns to northern central Namibia with the purpose of investigating groundwater recharge related processes were conducted between 2013 and 2016 in the framework of SASSCAL Task 82. The last of these (on average 1-2 month) campaigns – consisting of the team of the University of Namibia (UNAM, Heike Wanke, Josefina Hamutoko und Shoopala Uugulu) and BGR (Thomas Himmelsbach, Georg Houben, Paul Königer, Markus Wallner, Marcel Gaj and Matthias Beyer) – was accompanyied by a camera team from BGR lead by Nils Wölki, who subsequently produced a Youtube-Documentation for the Geochannel of BGR. The documentation exists in German and English and can be accessed via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mO1WMUdVS5U.